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“Ke y words for encouraging life in the city are: compact, direct,
logical routes; modest space dimensions; and a clear hierarchy,
where decisions have to be made about which spaces are the more
important.”
Jan Gehl - Life Between Buildings
In a very elemental way streets allow you to be outside...The
street is movement: to watch, to pass, movement especially of
people: of fleeting faces and forms, changing postures and
dress....aware and comforted by the presence of others...A great
street should be a most desirable place to be, to spend time, to
live, to play, to work...settings for activities that bring people
together.”
Allan b. Jacobs - Great Streets
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9.2.1

ACCESS & MOVEMENT INTRODUCTION
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9.2.1.1

INTRODUCTION
Currently the site is served by vehicle access from
London Road (A40) only, via Gomm Road to the
south. There are also informal vehicle access points
from Cock Lane to the north west of the site and
Hammersley Lane (to the south east).
Existing pedestrian access is via two rights of way
which traverse the northern edge of the site and
cross from Gomm Road in the south to the southern
corner of the SSSI. There are also a number of
informal pedestrian access points including from
Pimms Grove and Cock Lane in-particular. Travel
times from the site are as follows:

WALKING
to High Wycombe Station
to Wycombe Marsh Retail Park

42 min
13 min

CYCLING
to High Wycombe Station
to Wycombe Marsh Retail Park

14 min
4 min

BUS
to High Wycombe Station
to Wycombe Marsh Retail Park

22 min
13 min

CAR
to London
to Oxford
to Birmingham

60 min
40 min
90 min

TRAIN
to London
to Oxford
to Birmingham

32 min
37 min
1h20 min
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9.2.1.2

EDGE CONDITIONS
GOMM ROAD
Gomm Road is currently the main point of
access to the site. It is fronted on the eastern
side by 2-3 storey apartment blocks set 2-5m
away from the pavement edge built using either
red brick and white weatherboarding or yellow
brick and beige blockwork. On the Western
side are a number of retail warehouses either
separated from the street by parking or fenced,
walled off, permeated by small access points.

COCK LANE

View along Gomm Road

Cock Lane runs along the perimeter of the
site surrounded on both sides by trees with
its northern half being a single lane with
occasional passing points. The southern half
widens to two lanes and is flanked on both
sides by 2 storey red brick houses separated
from the pavement by private driveways and
small front gardens, similar to that of the
Pimms Grove houses.

HAMMERSLEY L ANE
Hammersley Lane is a steep road that runs
along the south eastern edge of the site. It is
flanked predominately on the eastern side (only
two on the western side) at its southern end,
by two storey houses finished in white render
and different shades of pebbledash. Due to the
steep topography of the road the houses are
somewhat disconnected from the street as a
steep, planted bank permeated with small brick
staircases accommodates the change in level.
The northern section is characterised by larger
detached houses accessed from driveways.

View along Cock Lane

View along Hammersley Lane

PIMMS GROVE
Pimms Grove is a residential cul de sac that
sits between the southern half of Cock Lane
and the site. On both sides of the street are
two storey houses in light red/yellow brick that
are separated from the street with private
driveways and small front gardens that are
bordered with low level brick walls, similar in
tone to the housing.

View along Pimms Grove
Images taken from Google Street View
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9.2.2

CONTEXT
The site is located approximately 2.7km east of High Wycombe town
centre. It is bounded to the west by Cock Lane and Pimms Grove/Pimms
Close and to the east by Hammersley Lane. Immediately to the north of the
site is the Wycombe District Council-owned site known as Ashwells; while
to the south of the site lies the Peregrine Business Park and the LondonHigh Wycombe railway corridor.
Parallel to the railway, and around 350m further south, runs the A40
London Road, to which the site is connected by Gomm Road. The A40
provides a strategic connection between Oxford and High Wycombe to the
west and Junction 3 of the M40 and Beaconsfield to the east. The M40 runs
between London and Birmingham, with connections to Oxford (to the west)
and the M25 (to the east).

Policy context
The design of movement and access relating to the Little Haldens
development has been undertaken in accordance with national policy and
best practice, and also with the following local policies and guidance:
Policy DM35 – Placemaking and Design Quality – of the Wycombe District
Local Plan (2017) is the core policy relating to inclusive design. It states
that:
“All development is required to improve the character of the area and the way it
functions”; with paragraph 6.158 adding that, “A well designed place is the product
of a robust and inclusive design process. The policy has been written with this in
mind.”

The nearest railway station to the site is at High Wycombe, where services run
by Chiltern Railways to London Marylebone, Oxford, Banbury and Birmingham.

Objective 3 – Healthy, Safe and Sustainable Buckinghamshire – of
Buckinghamshire’s Local Transport Plan 4 (2016-2036), is to:

Several regular weekday and Saturday bus services run along London
Road, operated by Carousel, Arriva and First. Together, they provide a
total of nine buses/hour to and from High Wycombe Bus Station. Principal
destinations, to the east, are Beaconsfield, Slough, Uxbridge, Watford,
Bourne End and Maidenhead. The number of services and the combined
frequency reduces by about a half on Sundays. An additional, Councilsupported bus service, the no.27, runs five times per weekday on a loop
that runs up Cock Lane as far as Olympic Way (near Pimms Grove) and
also runs close to the south of the site, via Orchard Road and Gomm Road,
connecting to High Wycombe town centre, bus station and railway station.

“Allow residents to improve their quality of life and health, by promoting
sustainable travel choices and access to opportunities that improve health. Ensure
transport systems are accessible by all, safe and allow people to make the most of
Buckinghamshire whilst protecting its special environments.”

A short way south of, and parallel to, the London Road runs the EastWest Cycle Route. This runs between Loudwater and the town centre via
Kingsmead (The Fennels), Kingsmead Road, Bassetsbury Lane and The Rye.
There are no dedicated cycling facilities on the London Road itself, or on
other roads within the vicinity of the site.
There are no vehicle or cycling routes through the site itself currently,
other than access points for agricultural use.
The site topography is a key feature and defining characteristic of the
landscape. There is a general downward slope from north to south, while
the site also slopes down from both the west and east towards the dry
valley that runs north-south through the site.

Buckinghamshire’s Countywide Parking Guidance (2015) emphasises that,
“suitable (and sufficient) disabled parking for blue badge users is important in
retaining mobility and independence” and generally stresses the importance
of all car and cycle parking being easily accessible.
The following Wycombe DC and Bucks CC policies and related documents
are referred to throughout this section:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wycombe District Local Plan, Publication Version (WDLP), October 2017
Wycombe District Local Plan, Publication Version, Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (WDLPIDP), September 2017
Gomm Valley & Ashwells Development Brief (GVADB), July 2016
Wycombe Reserve Sites, Infrastructure Delivery Plan (WRSIDP), June
2016
High Wycombe Reserve Sites – Transport Framework (HWRSTF), BCC/
WDC, January 2016
Buckinghamshire’s Local Transport Plan 4 (LTP4), BCC, December 2016
Buckinghamshire Countywide Parking Guidance (BCPG), BCC,
September 2015

Despite limited public access, and no made footpaths, the site is currently
popular with people walking for leisure (including with dogs). There are two
Public Right of Way (PRoW) connections through the site: PRoW CWY/61/1
runs between Hammersley Lane (next to the property ‘Blandings’) and
Gomm Road (at the railway viaduct); while PRoW CWY/15/1 runs along the
northern site boundary between Hammersley Lane to the east and Cock
Lane to the west.
There are several walking trails surrounding the site in Kings Wood and Gomms
Wood to the west, and the Chilterns Way Long Distance Path to the east.

High Wycombe town centre
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DESIGN

9.2.3

TRANSPORT VISION FOR LITTLE HALDENS
Transport is not an end in itself, but an enabler; and so it follows that the
transport vision for Little Haldens is to enable the wider vision for the new
community to become real.
Although transport challenges will be encountered, and need to be
addressed, the role of the transport vision is to direct all transport
measures and initiatives towards achieving a cohesive whole. Maintaining
such a focus will help ensure that there is effective feedback between any
transport issues encountered and the character of the development from
which these issues arise.
For the vision for Little Haldens to be achieved, the development must, of
course, be deliverable – in terms of its economic and technical feasibility,
and in terms of the satisfaction of planning requirements. The necessity
of deliverability and the wise and sustainable use of scarce land, is one
of the main challenges facing the previous masterplan for the site, and is
why this vision for Gomm Valley embraces a greater number of dwellings
and broader mix of other uses.
Therefore, the transport vision for Gomm Valley is for the delivery of
transport services and other transport-related measures that will ensure
that the demands for movement generated by the development are met
in ways that minimise their effect on the local networks and the local and
global environment.

Transport Objectives
In keeping with the over-arching vision, the core transport objective for
the development is:
•

From this it follows:
•

E-bike

that walking, cycling and public transport will achieve a far greater
mode share than would be expected of a conventional residential
development in this location (including the use of walking and cycling
as feeder modes for public transport, and bus travel as a feeder mode
for train travel).

To this end, the following subordinate transport objectives will be
energetically pursued:
•

•
This emphasises the need, in planning, for there to be a dynamic
relationship between the emerging characteristics of the development
and the associated provision for transport. Accordingly, the development
planning process has encompassed the iterative exploration of different
scenarios, robustly testing the likely effects of different land use-designtransport combinations on trip generation and mode share, in the light of
agreed thresholds relating to key indicators (e.g. junction capacity).

that the wide range of trips generated by the development will have a
low impact on the natural and built environments, and hence also on
the local highway network.

•

•

Little Haldens Bus Service

that walking will be the mode-of-choice for the vast majority of all trips
made within the site, and between the site and local destinations such as
the shops, employment opportunities, bus stops and leisure opportunities
on the London Road;
that cycling will be an attractive choice for people of all ages, both
for internal trips and for journeys of up to three miles to and from
destinations along or adjacent to the London Road, including High
Wycombe town centre and the railway station;
that travel by bus between the site and a wide range of destinations
within five miles, especially the town centre and railway station, will be
convenient, efficient and easy-to-access;
that the need to use cars for trips of under five miles in length, and hence
the need for households to own more than one car, will be minimised.

E-cars

Cycle network
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9.2.4

EXTERNAL CONNECTIONS
9.2.4.1

9.2.4.2

Good connections between the site and places beyond it, by
a range of transport modes, is vital to delivering the overall
vision for the Little Haldens development and the associated
goals of the Sustainable Transport Strategy. While that
strategy focuses on enabling and promoting movement by
bus and on foot and cycles, a separate Access Strategy has
also been prepared. This sets out how the access-related
aspects of the Gomm Valley and Ashwells Development Brief
(GVADB) will be delivered (DFOs 1, 2, 4 and 13 apply).

The main vehicle access point, which is to say the busiest,
will be via Gomm Road to the south, providing access to the
A40 London Road.

OVERVIEW

The site will have three principal points of vehicle access: Gomm Road,
Hammersley Lane and Cock Lane: details are provided in the following subsections. It is also proposed that a small parcel of land in the north east
of the site will be accessed via the Ashwells site which connects with Cock
Lane. Note that this parcel will not be developed unless such access via
Ashwells is provided. The three key access points will be connected by what,
typographically, is hereafter referred to as a Neighbourhood Street - Ashwells
Lane - running through the site, and details of this are provided in 9.2.5.3. In
addition to the vehicular access points, there will be other accesses where
walking (and cycling) paths connect with the external networks.
There are currently very few high-quality cycling connections beyond the site.
Although the designated East-West Cycle Route (EWCR) runs along the Wye
Valley, this lies some 500m or more south of the southern site boundary, and
the link between it and the site, via Gomm Road and Kingsmead Recreation
Ground, is not currently attractive for cycling. Accordingly, proposals for
improvements to both the EWCR and the link between it and the site have
been prepared for discussion with Wycombe DC and other willing partners.
Other local cycle routes are possible, some being identified in the Wycombe
Reserve Sites Infrastructure Delivery Plan; but the potential quality, personal
safety aspects and usefulness of these routes is questionable, and they will not
provide connections to key destinations.

GOMM ROAD

Changes will be made to the junction with the Peregrine Business Park,
to create a straighter alignment of Gomm Road into Little Haldens, with
a defined T-junction at the business park access. Improvements further
south along Gomm Road will be made to address the existing issues
related to car parking and the poor quality of the walking and cycling
environment, bearing in mind that this connection will provide access to a
range of local destinations – including shops, food and drink outlets, and
bus stops for existing services – that lie within comfortable walking and
cycling distances of London Road. In addition, most, if not all, of the new
bus services will access the site via Gomm Road.
The railway bridge will form the main gateway to the site, and this will be
emphasised by localised narrowing of the street under the arch, requiring
passing vehicles to give way to each other and emphasising the transition
between the surrounding conventional highway network and the streets of
Little Haldens where movement by people on foot and cycles, and a greater
sense of place are prioritised.
The nature of improvements to the junction of Gomm Road with London
Road will be considered once details of Buckinghamshire County Council’s
proposals for the A40 corridor in this area are known. Further details are
provided in the overall site Access Strategy.

At the heart of the Sustainable Transport Strategy, and in keeping with
DFO 3 of the GVADB, is the proposal to provide a new, dedicated bus
service to make bus travel a genuinely attractive option for a range of
trips to and from the site. The service would run through Little Haldens
from the north of the site and, in peak periods, would provide a regular,
high-frequency peak-hour service to and from High Wycombe town centre
(High Street) and railway station. Outside the peaks, services could run to
other destinations, such as Beaconsfield and to the more distant parts of
High Wycombe. All future Little Haldens residents will live within 400m of
the proposed bus route, with most living much nearer.
The railway bridge on Gomm Road
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9.2.4.3

9.2.4.4

A new connection with Hammersley Lane will be provided
in the form of a priority T-junction a short way south of the
existing Hammersley Lane T-junction with Robinson Road.

The character of the main street through the development and
the location of its junction with Cock Lane have been the focus of
considerable discussion, and the subject of rigorous studies and
consultations, in preparing this application.

The junction design will include four informal pedestrian crossings: across
the new arm (Ashwells Lane South); across Robinson Road; and across
Hammersley Lane south of Ashwells Lane South and north of Robinson Road.

Three principal issues were considered:
1. the function/character of the main street;
2. the location of its junction with Cock Lane; and, closely related,
3. the nature of any changes to Cock Lane that may be appropriate.

HAMMERSLEY L ANE

A new footway will be provided along the western side of Hammersley Lane,
north of the new Ashwells Lane South junction to the existing footpath
access point into the site, roughly opposite no. 25 Hammersley Lane. A new
footway on the western side of Hammersley Lane to the south of the new
junction was considered. However, in discussion with BCC, this was not taken
forward due to the lack of existing footway under the railway bridge, and the
lack of space to create a safe onward walking connection.
Further details of the new junction arrangement, including a Road Safety Audit
and the designer’s response, are provided in the overall site Access Strategy.

COCK L ANE & THE SPINE ROAD

ISSUE 1
It is now established that the new main route through the site – between
London Road and Cock Lane via Gomm Road – should not be routinely used
by through traffic. The core reference for this is the Wycombe District
Local Plan (WDLP), the most recent (and authoritative) of the documents
listed in 10.2.1:
5.1.46 The purpose of this spine road is to distribute traffic from the development.
It is not intended to act as an unofficial ‘bypass’ as this would be detrimental to
Penn and Tylers Green due to the increase in through traffic. The capacity of the
spine road and the northern end of Cock Lane, must therefore be restricted through
effective traffic calming to deter through traffic.
The preference for a no-through-traffic approach is described in section
7.8 of the High Wycombe Reserved Sites Transport Framework (HWRSTF), as
well as being made explicit in the WDLP (as above). The concept of a route
that runs through the site but is designed to deter through traffic (i.e.
traffic running with no origin or destination within the site) has generally
been termed a ‘Spine Road’. This is as distinct from a route intended to
carry through traffic, which has usually been referred to as a ‘Link Road’.
On this issue, the wording of the WDLP should now take precedence over
that in the Gomm Valley and Ashwells Development Brief (GVADB, 5.1.2) which
refers to a Link Road. Although the GVADB does not specify that the road
should carry through traffic, the wording “a continuous link road through
The Site” is ambiguous, as are references to “improving resilience of the
road network” and providing “a more appropriate link between London Road
and Tylers Green than that currently provided by Cock Lane”. The wording of
paragraph 4.21 of the Wycombe Reserve Sites Infrastructure Delivery Plan
(WRSIDP) is also ambiguous: “A new spine road to increase highway capacity
is required for the development of these sites”.

Junction of Hammersley Lane and Robinson Road

In summary, while the GVADB is not explicit about the role of the main
street through the site, the WDLP is explicit that it should be a ‘Spine
Road’ and not a through road. This Spine Road is called the Neighbourhood
Street throughout this document. See 9.2.5.3 for further information
about the design of the Neighbourhood Street. In many ways, the issue of
whether or not this route should or will carry through traffic is subservient
to the greater concern about whether or not Cock Lane needs to be
improved/widened or managed differently in order to deal with the effects
of traffic generated by the development. This brings us to issue 2.
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ISSUE 2

ISSUE 3

The location of the junction(s) of the Spine Road with Cock Lane is referred
to differently in different documents. There are a number of influences on
this, including the ‘g reen gap’, different land ownerships, and considerations
about what may/may not need to be done to Cock Lane (Issue 3).

The HWRSTF is somewhat equivocal in its treatment of whether or not
Cock Lane should be substantially modified in view of traffic increases
arising from the development. It says (7.8) both that:

HWRSTF (5.5): “It is assumed that a new spine road would be provided within the
site. This would run from the northern end of Cock Lane south of Ashwells.”

“It would not be appropriate to locate any access points from the Reserve Site
onto the narrow section of Cock Lane, unless the proposal also made provision for
accompanying improvement works to Cock Lane” and that, “In its present condition
Cock Lane is subject to operational issues, particularly at peak travel times, and
therefore without upgrade is not a suitable route for accommodating material
increases in traffic growth”.

HWRSTF (7.8): “Any vehicle access to Gomm Valley should be configured in such
a way as to negate the need for traffic to utilise the narrow section of Cock Lane.
Furthermore, it would not be appropriate to locate any access points from the
Reserve Site onto the narrow section of Cock Lane, unless the proposal also made
provision for accompanying improvement works to Cock Lane.”

It is possible that this wording was not intended to be read in the following
manner, but the implication is that Cock Lane would likely need to be
widened if it had to carry ‘material increases’ in traffic flows, but also
that its current condition militates against its use to accommodate such
‘material increases’.

WRSIDP: (4.22) “To the north, the spine road will join Cock Lane at the southern
extent of the green gap that is being maintained between the settlements of Penn
and Tylers Green and High Wycombe. This avoids the need for a road parallel to
Cock Lane which would erode the quality of this gap.”

The matter of what constitutes a ‘material increase’ is not defined, and is
obviously subject to discussion. (See 10.2.4.2 for a plan of initial estimates
of peak hour trips generated by Little Haldens.)
The WRSIDP (4.22) states simply that:

GVADB: (5.1.1) “Access into the Gomm Valley and Ashwells site should be provided in
the following locations… at the northern end of Cock Lane (into Parcel 8) and from
Cock Lane, immediately south of the pumping station and transformer located at the
south-west corner of the existing development at Ashwells.”

“the stretch of Cock Lane from this point (the boundary between the Gomm Valley
and Ashwells site) north will be widened to ensure the function of the spine road is
achieved through the site”.

The following summarises what different documents say about junction
location:

(The reference to the first access is slightly misleading, as Parcel 8 is not
at the northern end of Cock Lane, but rather the northern end of the main,
built-up, wider section of the lane.)

It makes no reference to possible widening alongside the Little Haldens
site, because of the assumption that site traffic will be able to avoid this
section.
The GVADB states (5.1.1) that:

WDLPIDP (Wycombe District Local Plan Infrastructure Delivery Plan): (6.22) “New
spine road from the Gomm Road junction through the Gomm Valley site to the top of
Cock Lane to serve Gomm Valley and Ashwells (HW6).”
In essence, the controlling idea behind most of these statements is that
of locating the junction(s) so as to enable traffic coming to/from the
Gomm Valley development to avoid needing to use the narrow section of
Cock Lane. There is (usually) a background assumption that the narrow
section of Cock Lane north of the Little Haldens site, i.e. alongside the
Ashwells site, will be widened in association with the development of that
site. This ‘c ontrolling idea’ is, in turn, influenced by the presumption that
development traffic and the narrow section of Cock Lane are incompatible.
This takes us to Issue 3.

“the access point off Cock Lane is located to reduce as far as possible the length
of lane northwards that would need to be widened” and (5.1.2) that, “widening
of Cock Lane north of the new access point will be necessary to accommodate
additional traffic generated by the development”.
Again, this presumes no widening of Cock Lane alongside the Gomm Valley
site.
The WDC Pre-application Advice notice (D1) states that “there are clear
acknowledged capacity issues on the narrow section of Cock Lane”. This
statement is a helpful starting point for a discussion that should consider
the following:
a. the extent to which the current capacity of Cock Lane is indeed a
‘problem’;
b. the extent to which any problem would be exacerbated by new
development traffic, bearing in mind both the amount of development
traffic that might use Cock Lane and the likelihood that some existing
traffic using the link might be displaced by new traffic;
c. the rationale for maintaining the narrow section of Cock Lane, in
association with a single new junction at the SW corner of Parcel 6, as
a mechanism for minimising the amount of traffic using Cock Lane to
get to/from Tylers Green (and, e.g. passing the Middle School);
d. the pros/cons of having a single junction at the NW corner of Parcel 4
compared with those of having a single junction at the SW corner of
Parcel 6; and
e. the character of any relatively modest improvements that may ease
the passage of vehicles while maintaining the essential character of
the lane.
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9.2.4.5

WALKING
It is our view that the existing character of Cock Lane, especially the
narrow section and also the section with the alternate-working signals
over the railway bridge to the south, has a very desirable effect on
discouraging through traffic; and that moves either to increase its
capacity (e.g. through widening) or to by-pass it (i.e. via the Little
Haldens site, and also possibly the Ashwells site) would have the effect of
attracting traffic to it, and therefore through Tylers Green, and past the
Middle School.
This approach is entirely in keeping with the key paragraph (5.1.46) of
the WDLP, which states that “the capacity of the spine road and
the northern end of Cock Lane, must therefore be restricted
through effective traffic calming to deter through traffic”. The
northern (narrow) section of Cock Lane acts as a very effective measure
for deterring through traffic and should, accordingly, be maintained in its
current character.
In addition, since it is generally accepted that, in congested networks,
traffic levels expand to fill the available capacity, it could reasonably be
construed that to increase the capacity of Cock Lane, or to create a bypass of the narrow section, would tend to undermine both WDC’s and BCC’s
sustainable transport policies.

In addition to connections at vehicle access points, the proposals also
include the provision of a range of formal and informal pedestrian
connections into the surrounding area, in addition to the retained existing
connections.
Pedestrian access will be provided at the Gomm Road and Hammersley
Lane access points, however as Cock Lane has no footway provision,
pedestrian access to this junction will not be provided. Pedestrian access
will also be provided at the vehicle access point to the north-eastern
parcel - Tile Furlong - accessed from the Ashwells site.
Formal, shared pedestrian and cycle links will be provided to the Ashwells
site from the north-western corner.
The pedestrian link to Cock Lane in the north eastern corner will be retained
and upgraded, continuing the existing Public Right of Way (PRoW), which
travels along the northern boundary of the site and into Gomms Wood.
Existing informal pedestrian access points will be retained at the CWY/15/1
PRoW access, CWY/61/1 PRoW access; and opposite 25 Hammersley Lane,
all providing pedestrian connections to Hammersley Lane on the eastern
boundary.

It is considered that modest improvements to the narrow section (e.g.
strengthening one or two existing passing places, creating one or two new
ones, introducing new signs/lines) will help to ease the passage of local
traffic while preserving its character.
Further details of the proposed junction between the Spine Road and
Cock Lane, including a Road Safety Audit and the designer’s response, are
provided in the overall site Access Strategy.

9.2.4.6

CYCLING
Enabling and encouraging cycling is a key aim of the Little Haldens
Sustainable Transport Strategy, which also proposes an e-cycle share
scheme. A range of on-street and traffic-free cycle access points are
therefore proposed. Off-site works are also illustrated to show how cycling
provision between Little Haldens and the town centre can be improved.
Cycle access will be possible at each of the 3 vehicle access points,
as well as the vehicle access point from the Ashwells site in the north
east. Additional access points will be provided at Cock Lane and two
connections into the Ashwells site from the northern boundary. These
will be shared pedestrian and cycle connections, designed and surfaced
appropriately.
Cycle improvements are also suggested off-site, to provide a safe cycle
route from the site to High Wycombe town centre. Further details can
be found in the Sustainable Transport Strategy (Attachment 4: eastwest cycle route improvement opportunities). The proposals utilise and
improve part of the existing east-west cycle route. A connection can be
provided from the site along Gomm Road, connecting with the existing
route on Kingsmead. The proposed route then spurs off the existing route
at Wycombe Rye Lido, taking a more direct alignment towards the town
centre, from Bassetsbury Lane, across The Rye.

North section of Cock Lane
Further details of the e-cycle share scheme can be found in the
Sustainable Transport Strategy.
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9.2.4.7

NEW BUS SERVICE
Key to the vision for sustainable travel is the provision of a dedicated
bus service, providing a regular service between Little Haldens and High
Wycombe town centre and train station.
It is proposed that the bus service will provide a regular service which
during peak hours, encourages commuters travelling to High Wycombe
train station to avoid using private vehicles. During peak hours, the
service will make stops within Little Haldens and at the train station/
town centre only. The bus service will operate as a hail-and-ride service,
with several designated bus stops provided within the development, and
at the train station. Outside peak times, the bus will offer a more flexible,
demand responsive service, serving other destinations.

KEY

The bus will enter and leave the site via Gomm Road, although all junctions
have been designed to accommodate bus movements, should this become
necessary in the future. The route will travel along London Road, doing
a loop around the train station via Gordon Road and Totteridge Road
westbound, returning via Easton Street eastbound. Further details of the
bus service can be found in the Sustainable Transport Strategy.

Site boundary
Railway line
Neighbourhood Street
Community Street
Existing cycle route
Proposed cycle route
Leisure cycling route
Existing bus routes
Proposed bus route
Proposed bus route start/end point
Proposed bus route turnaround point

Access to other local bus services, including the no27 on Orchard Road,
and the range of bus services on London Road, will be enabled through
the provision of good walking connections in and out of the site, including
improvements to Gomm Road.
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9.2.5

ON SITE MOVEMENT
9.2.5.1

OVERVIEW
The movement network within the site has been designed
to create attractive conditions for walking and cycling, to
enable access for the proposed new bus services, and to
create an environment where drivers will find it natural to
drive appropriately slowly and carefully. This is in order
to realise the overall vision for the development and to
achieve the Sustainable Transport Strategy objectives
of enabling the use of active travel modes and public
transport for a range of journeys, thereby minimising the
need to use cars.
The internal street network connects with the three principal vehicle
access points at Gomm Road, Hammersley Lane and Cock Lane (see 9.2.4.1)
and with a range of other foot (and cycle) paths within the site. The
main route through Little Haldens will be provided by a Neighbourhood
Street that forms the spine of the internal network, with a range of
Community Streets providing access to each Village. The Neighbourhood
Street will connect Gomm Road in the south with Cock Lane in the north
(‘Ashwells Lane’), and there will also be an east-west Neighbourhood
Street connection between that north-south route and Hammersley Lane
(‘Ashwells Lane South’).
The purpose of the Neighbourhood Street is to provide access for
residents, visitors, services and deliveries to all parts of Little Haldens.
Although it will form a continuous route between the principal access
points, its alignment (with a series of switchbacks necessitated by the lie
of the land) and its inherent design will be as such to discourage its use
as a through route for traffic having no origin or destination within the
site. The role of the Neighbourhood Street and its relationship with the
relevant parts of the Wycombe District Local Plan and the Gomm Valley
and Ashwells Development Brief is considered in detail in section 9.2.4.4
above; while its design characteristics are considered in detail in section
9.2.5.2 following.

The meandering layout of the Neighbourhood Street has been predicated
on the need to work with the topography of the site so as to ensure
gradients are no greater than 1 in 20, other than in a very few short,
constrained sections. This meets the requirements of the Development
Brief (DFOs 3 and 4), gradients should never be greater than 1 in 10. The
layout of the Community Streets has also been designed to achieve a 1 in
20 maximum gradient.
All streets will operate as 2-way streets, but have been designed to
emphasise the alternating residential and rural character of the site, to
reflect the low traffic flows that will exist, and to achieve actual vehicle
speeds of no greater than 20 mph (10-15 mph in the built-up sections)
while enabling access by all motor vehicles. This is considered vital to
achieving the overall vision for Little Haldens and specifically to create
attractive conditions for walking and cycling for shorter trips which is a
key aim of the Sustainable Transport Strategy.
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9.2.5.2

STREET STRATEGY
As set out in 9.2.4, there will be a principal Neighbourhood Street running
through Little Haldens, connecting all parts of the development with the
three vehicular access points at Gomm Road, Hammersley Lane and Cock
Lane. That part of the Neighbourhood Street connecting Gomm Road to
Cock Lane creates what various policy and related documents call a ‘Spine
Road’ and which has been provisionally named Ashwells Lane. The part that
connects Ashwells Lane to Hammersley Lane has been provisionally called
Ashwells Lane South.
The Neighbourhood Street will provide access to a series of Community
Streets. Each of these will only have one point of vehicular access, though
most will have multiple points of access for walking (and, in some cases,
cycling).
As described in 9.2.4.4, and in keeping with the Wycombe District Local
Plan (October 2017), the alignment and layout of Ashwells Lane is designed
to make it highly unattractive as a through route. This occurs naturally in
any event given the sinuous design of the street to maintain a gradient of
1:20 with a series of switchbacks necessitated by the fall of the land.
Although the Neighbourhood Street will permit movement by vehicle from
anywhere within Little Haldens to any of the three main access points, the
absence of through traffic means that it will only be required to carry trips
that are generated by the development itself. It is, and should, therefore
be understood as essentially a residential street. It will have two basic
forms: the Urban Neighbourhood Street and the Green Neighbourhood
Street (see 9.2.5.3). Both are predicated on a general carriageway width of
4.8m. This is for the following reasons:
•

•
•

to achieve a design speed of 10-15 mph on the stretches of Urban
Neighbourhood Street, and of no more than the 20 mph limit on the
stretches of Green Neighbourhood Street;
to enable access by all vehicles; and
to make the most efficient use of space.

Provision for on-street parking is also part of the street profile, and the
design drivers for this are the same as for carriageway width generally.
Accordingly, where on-street parking is provided parallel to the kerb, a
width of 2m is proposed. This provision may be to one side or both sides
of the carriageway, and in addition to the main carriageway width.

Manual for Streets (2007)
7.2

Street Dimensions

7.2.1
The design of new streets or the improvement of existing ones
should take into account the functions of the street, and the type,
density and character of the development.
7.2.2 Carriageway widths should be appropriate for the particular
context and uses of the street. Key factors to take into account include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

the volume of vehicular traffic and pedestrian activity;
the traffic composition;
the demarcation, if any, between carriageway and footway (e.g.
kerb, street furniture or trees and planting);
whether parking is to take place in the carriageway and, if so, its
distribution, arrangement, the frequency of occupation, and the
likely level of parking enforcement (if any);
the design speed (recommended to be 20 mph or less in residential
areas);
the curvature of the street (bends require greater width to
accommodate the swept path of larger vehicles); and
any intention to include one-way streets, or short stretches of
single lane working in two-way streets.

7.2.3 In lightly-trafficked streets, carriageways may be narrowed
over short lengths to a single lane as a traffic-calming feature. In such
single lane working sections of street, to prevent parking, the width
between constraining vertical features such as bollards should be no
more than 3.5 m. In particular circumstances this may be reduced to
a minimum value of 2.75 m, which will still allow for occasional large
vehicles (Fig. 7.1). However, widths between 2.75 m and 3.25 m should
be avoided in most cases, since they could result in drivers trying to
squeeze past cyclists. The local Fire Safety Officer should be consulted
where a carriageway width of less than 3.7 m is proposed.

The proposed width of parallel parking areas takes into account research
carried out in November 2018 (based on data from www.vehicledimensions.
com) revealing that, from a database of 489 vehicles, only six car models
exceed 2m in body width.
Overall, the design decision to select these key carriageway and parking
width dimensions is based on the guidance in the Manual for Streets (MfS)
(Department for Transport, 2007), key sections from which are reproduced
in the box to the right.

Extract from Manual for Streets section 7.2
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The content of Manual for Streets relating to carriageway widths is typical
of the document as a whole, in that it does not specify rigid parameters
for standard scenarios. Rather, it requires designers to consider what
is appropriate for the specific context in question, based on certain key
criteria (e.g. traffic flows and vehicle width). The following discussion
takes each of the design considerations set out in MfS paragraph 7.2.2 in
turn, and also references Figure 7.1.
Manual for Streets advises that carriageway widths should be appropriate
for the particular context and uses of the street. Key factors to take into
account include the following, which are discussed further below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume of vehicular traffic and pedestrian activity;
Traffic composition
Demarcation, if any, between carriageway and footway (e.g. kerb,
street furniture or trees and planting)
Design speed (recommended to be 20 mph or less in residential areas)
Curvature of the street (bends require greater width to accommodate
the swept path of larger vehicles)
Any intention to include one-way streets, or short stretches of single
lane working in two-way streets

VOLUME OF VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AND
PEDESTRIAN ACTIVITY
It is anticipated that traffic flows would generally be very low. A concern
frequently expressed in consultation has been along the lines of, ‘The
traffic from 1,000 homes will be poured onto the network’, which brings
to mind hundreds of vehicles on the street at the same time. Based on
trip rates agreed by BCC, calculations of morning peak hour car traffic
generated by the development have been undertaken, and these are shown
on the plan on the following page. These suggest that maximum traffic
flows on the busiest part of the Neighbourhood Street (at the southern
end) will be in the order of 4-5 vehicles a minute on average, reducing
markedly going further north towards the Orchard Village.

TRAFFIC COMPOSITION
Given that the Neighbourhood Street is not designed for use by
through traffic, and is very unlikely to be used in that way, in everyday
circumstances the only wide vehicles using the street will be those making
deliveries to premises within the development, buses, refuse vehicles,
and those related to domestic construction trades. Note that the bus
vehicles we are currently proposing to use are less than 2m wide. The
flows of these larger vehicles will be very low, and the chances that one
meeting another also correspondingly low. It is therefore considered that
the arrangement from MfS Figure 7.1 with the 4800mm width is the most
appropriate.
However, to give confidence that wide vehicles encountering wide vehicles
will be able to pass one another comfortably, it is also proposed to provide
regular passing places, where the carriageway width will be 5.5m, rather
than the usual 4.8m. These passing places will be either at the side
junctions with Community Streets or parking courts, or specific facilities
designed for the purpose, set within the kerbside parking/tree planting
zone. The diagram and plan on the following pages show a typical layout
for a dedicated passing place and the proposed distribution of passing
places across the site.

ACCESS, MOVEMENT & PARKING

DEMARCATION BETWEEN THE CARRIAGEWAY AND
FOOTWAY
In the Urban Neighbourhood Street, the edge of the carriageway will be
marked by a 2m-wide strip in which there will be parallel parking, planting,
etc. A 2m-wide footway will run between that strip and the adjacent
properties. In the Green Neighbourhood Street, the carriageway will be
separated from the adjacent 3m-wide shared foot/cycle path by a vertical
kerb upstand.

ON-STREET PARKING
Substantial parallel parking is proposed at kerbside, with bays proposed to
be 2m wide. While this width accords with guidance in MfS, BCC’s parking
standards seeks bays that are 3m wide. Given that very few cars indeed
are wider than 2m, this is considered excessive. It would, in effect, lead
to the adjacent carriageway being up to 2m wider than proposed (i.e. up
to 6.8m wide), with consequent negative effects in relation both to traffic
speeds and street crossing distances for people walking. Kerbside parking
is expected to be heavily used in the evenings, and less well-used during
the daytime. In the majority of the site, of predominantly residential
character, it is anticipated that the parking provision would not generate a
high frequency of parking manoeuvres.

DESIGN SPEED
The design speed is 10-15 mph for the stretches of Urban Neighbourhood
Street, and no more than the 20 mph limit on the stretches of Green
Neighbourhood Street.

CURVATURE OF THE STREET
There are a number of sharp bends along the Neighbourhood Street. These
have been tracked to understand the swept path of large vehicles and
localised widening of the carriageway to 6.2m has been determined as a
result.

ONE-WAY OR TWO-WAY WORKING
No one-way working on the Neighbourhood Street is proposed.
While this discussion has focused on the Neighbourhood Street, the same
three design drivers (very low vehicle speeds, enabling access, and space
efficiency) have also been applied to the Community Street. The proposed
carriageway width for these very lightly-trafficked and low-speed streets
is 3.7m. This width is in keeping with Manual for Streets paragraph 7.2.3
and precludes the need to consult formally with the local Fire Safety
Officer. It is sufficient, in streets of this character, to allow someone
to cycle comfortably past any vehicle coming in the opposing direction,
and, as with the Neighbourhood Street, occasional passing places will be
provided (cutting into the area at kerbside where parking will take place).
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9.2.5.3

STREET TYPOLOGIES
URBAN NEIGHBOURHOOD STREET
The Urban Neighbourhood Street provides the parts of the spine road in
urban contexts, where the street travels through the villages and built areas.
The street will be designed as a narrow two-way street, synonymous with
historical urban streets. The street is carefully designed to achieve a
design speed of 10-15mph, and controlling the way in which drivers and
cyclists behave and feel when using the street.
By providing a carriageway width of 4.8m throughout, including 0.5m strip
on each side to visually narrow the carriageway further (see image to the
right), drivers will be encouraged to position centrally in the carriageway
when there is no opposing traffic. This allows for 2 vehicles (including the
proposed bus service vehicle) at low speeds, by utilising the full carriageway
width. It also encourages cyclists to adopt a primary position, staying out of
the door zone. Passing places and opportunities will be provided at intervals
of 60m or less, in compliance with the DfT’s TAL 2/04 policy.

Example of a cycle street in Utrecht, where cyclists have priority over vehicles. The
narrow street width, block paved strip, mixed use zone and footways reflect the geometry
and feel of the Urban Neighbourhood Street

2m wide footways will be provided on each side of the street, each
separated from the carriageway by a 2m multi-functional space. This will
provide space for street lighting, elecric car charging points, car parking,
cycle parking, tree planting and seating, helping to soften the streetscape
and generate activity.

GREEN NEIGHBOURHOOD STREET
The Green Neighbourhood Street provides a rural, country lane character and
occurs between villages to complement the landscape. The design is partly
a continuation of the Urban Neighbourhood Street, with narrow carriageway
widths and passing spaces. 3m wide shared use footways will be provided on
each side, to enable cyclists to avoid using the carriageway if desired. These
will be separated from the carriageway by green verges, complementing the
Valley landscape. Parking will generally not be provided.

Example of a rural lane, with naturalised green verges, similar to the feel of the Green
Neighbourhood Street

COMMUNITY STREET
Secondary streets fall within the Community Street typology. These provide
access to pockets of housing, and do not function as through-routes for
vehicles. Reflecting the Neighbourhood Street, the Community Street will
also be designed as a narrow two-way street, with a carriageway width of
3.7m, with 2m footways separated by a 2m multi-functional zone for car
parking etc.

Example of a residential street in France, with narrow street width and mixed-use zone
for street lighting, car parking and landscaping, similar to the Community Street design
typology
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9.2.5.4

9.2.5.5

Squares provide public spaces along the street network for
a range of activities to take place. Little Haldens Square
provides the focal public space, around which the ‘village’
centre sits. Neighbourhood Squares provide open spaces
to add interest and variety to the street; and Community
Squares provide local spaces within low traffic residential
pockets for community life to unfold.

Paths provide a more integrated and denser pedestrian
and cycle network free of traffic. While Community Paths
provide strategic walking and/or cycling connections,
the Valley Path and Valley Trails provide leisure routes
to encourage people to enjoy the Valley landscape where
appropriate.

SQUARE TYPOLOGIES

PATH TYPOLOGIES

COMMUNITY PATH (WALKING)
LITTLE HALDENS SQUARE
Gomm Square forms the focal urban public space of Little Haldens. The
space will be framed by a range of mixed use buildings including a cafe,
shop, workspaces and a primary school. Gomm Square will provide flexible
space for events, car parking, seating and pavement cafes.

Community Paths (walking) provide shorter, more direct routes for
pedestrians through urban areas on strategic desire lines for everyday
use when walking around Little Haldens. These routes provide divisions
between blocks, forming wide alleyways. As these routes cut across the
Valley topography, most will be stepped in places.

NEIGHBOURHOOD SQUARE

COMMUNITY PATH (WALKING & CYCLING)

Neighbourhood Squares provide places along the Neighbourhood Street
where activity is concentrated. These spaces take advantage of widenings
in the street, at junctions and on bends, and provide a range of services
including bus stops, car parking, cycle parking, landscaping and seating.

Community Paths (walking and cycling) provide shorter, more direct
routes for pedestrians and cyclists along desire lines, cutting between
blocks to form wide shared alleyways, or providing formal routes through
green areas. These surfaced routes will also provide key connections
for pedestrians and cyclists into the wider area. The routes will achieve
gradients of 1 in 10 or less, avoiding the use of steps and making them
suitable for cycling.

COMMUNITY SQUARE
Community Squares are more local still, being features of Community
Streets. These low traffic environments provide spaces at the front of
dwellings for community life to unfold, as well as providing places for
cycle parking, car parking, seating and landscaping.

VALLEY PATH (WALKING & CYCLING)
The Valley Path forms a main leisure spine route following the Valley floor.
This route will be shared use, unlit and surfaced in informal materials
(such as self-binding gravel) to complement the landscape, and minimise
its impact on nature.

VALLEY TRAIL (WALKING)
Valley Trails are informal leisure routes through the Valley landscape.
These will be unlit, and either surfaced informally (such as self-binding
gravel) or simply unsurfaced and sign-posted only.

Example of how Gomm Square public space could look, with tree
planting and paving creating a space that can be used by both
pedestrians and vehicles

Example of how Community Path (walking) could look, with a stepped
route leading between buildings
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9.2.5.6

ACCESS BY DIFFERENT TRANSPORT MODES
WALKING

BUS TRAVEL

Creating a walkable neighbourhood entails good land use
planning, pedestrian friendly infrastructure and useful
connections into the wider area.

A proposed bus service will enable residents to live within
400m of a regular and useful public transport link between
Little Haldens and High Wycombe Train Station and town
centre.

Little Haldens Square will form the focal point of the neighbourhood,
providing residents and visitors with a range of facilities, including shops
and a primary school, within walking distance.
The backbone of the walking network will be Ashwells Lane, the main
street providing a north/south route through the valley from which pockets
of housing and secondary streets are accessed. The street will meander
with the valley topography to create a consistent 1:20 gradient. Streets
will be complemented by more direct traffic free paths aligned to satisfy
pedestrian desire lines and create safe and convenient walking routes.
These routes will traverse the topography, creating more direct, but
sometimes steeper routes crisscrossing the main street network.
Nature and landscape will be part of the unique character of Little
Haldens, encouraging residents and visitors to access and enjoy the
outdoors. The shared use Valley Path at the base of the valley will
provide the pedestrian spinal route, providing a north/south route, with
connections to the neighbourhood street network. Informal walking trails
will also be provided, either through clear signage or informal surfacing,
enabling people to enjoy the Valley landscape.

CYCLING
Cycling will be a safe, convenient and attractive way to get
around Little Haldens as well as travelling further afield.
The main neighbourhood street and secondary streets will form the core
cycling network for most trips. The consistent 1:20 gradient will enable
cycling as a viable transport option in a topographically challenging area.
Furthermore, the traffic calmed street environment will create a safer and
more pleasant environment for cycling.
Complementing this will be a series of more direct shared use paths,
providing cycle connections into the surrounding street network, as well
as on-site connections. These traffic free routes will help to encourage
cycling for short trips within the site, as well as integrate the street
network with the wider surroundings and communities.
The shared use Valley Path will provide a north/south leisure cycling
route through the Valley landscape, with cycling connections to the
neighbourhood street network.

The proposed bus service will use the main spine street or Neighbourhood
Street to access each Village. The bus will operate as a hail-and-ride
service, with several designated bus stops, serving each Village.
The bus will enter and exit Little Haldens via Gomm Road, and will
therefore not use the junctions at Cock Lane and Hammersley Lane. To
accommodate this, bus turning points will be enabled at Berry Square (in
the Orchard Village to the north) and at Lower Brook Square (at the eastern
end of the Urban Village).

GENERAL TRAFFIC
The vehicle movement network is centred around a spine
road linking between Gomm Road, Hammersley Lane and
Cock Lane. The alignment and careful design of this street
will reduce its attractiveness as a vehicle through-route.
The 3 vehicle access points at Gomm Road/London Road, Cock Lane and
Hammersley Lane will be linked by the main 2-way street which links
between Gomm Road to the south, to connect with Cock Lane to the north
west, and Hammersley Lane to the south east, travelling through each
Village.
The street will take a meandering route to achieve a steady 1:20 gradient,
slow vehicle speeds and reduce the street’s directness as a throughroute. It will also be designed to slow traffic speeds and reduce its visual
dominance, with a narrow street width throughout. Secondary streets will
provide access to residential pockets
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9.2.6

CAR PARKING
The Parking Strategy seeks to provide sufficient car parking provision
across the site, with an emphasis on providing the right amount and type
of parking in the right place, avoiding deficiencies and surpluses.
The Sustainable Transport Strategy sets out the measures which aim to
reduce car reliance, and reduce levels of second car ownership. The Parking
Strategy works with this to ensure that the parking need is met across Little
Haldens, by adopting flexible, unallocated parking typologies, while also
ensuring that parking does not visually dominate the neighbourhood.
Parallel on-street parking will be provided on the Urban Neighbourhood
Street and Community Street typologies i.e. where there is built form.
These spaces will be available to be used by all, with no allocated parking
or designated bays, with the exception of blue badge (disabled) bays. The
parallel parking spaces will be 2m x 6m, in line with Manual for Streets
(2007) guidance and based on current vehicle dimensions, however falls
short of Bucks CC and Wycombe DC parking guidance which stipulate 3m
width parking spaces - a dimension which it is suggested is not necessary
or helpful in this condition. Further discussion can be found in the Parking
Strategy and Street Design Strategy on the parking space dimensions.

On street parallel car parking is the preferred car parking typology, and
will be provided within the Urban Neighbourhood Street and Community
Street typologies, providing convenient access to dwellings and generating
street activity.

Parking courtyards are provided mainly to the sides of buildings, providing
open and accessible shared parking areas off-street. These will be
accessed directly from the street with a blended crossing raised entry
treatment, whereby the footway continues across the access, giving
priority to pedestrians. There will be no restrictions, gates or barriers to
enable use by both residents and visitors and ensure maximum flexibility.
Entrances will include landscaping to soften the streetscape and
appearance of parking courtyards.
Podium parking will be designed to work with the topography of the site, and
therefore access arrangements will vary. All will be accessed from the street
with ramps where required. There will be no restrictions, gates or barriers to
enable use by both residents and visitors and ensure maximum flexibility.
Finally, private driveways and car ports will be provided in the less dense
parts of the site, to complement the types of building and likely car
ownership habits. Garages will not be employed in the design, as all too
often these are not utilised as parking spaces.

Courtyard parking will be provided to supplement on-street parking.
These will primarily be located to the sides of buildings, opening onto
the street. Trees and low level planting around entrances will soften
their appearance, while maintaining a good level of visibility. Car parking
spaces will be unallocated, for use by both residents and visitors. Spaces
will be limited to 10 spaces per courtyard.

Communal car parking will be provided around higher density areas in the
Urban and Hillside Villages. The valley topography lends itself well to podium
parking typologies, meaning entrances can be designed sensitively and be
visually open, providing improved natural surveillance, legibility and access.

On-plot (and therefore allocated) car parking is provided in the Orchard
Village, where lower densities and larger dwelling types lend themselves to
on-plot parking typologies.
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P4.
34 on plot

P4.
24 in courtyard

P5.
3 in courtyard

P4.
48 on street
P5.
19 on plot

P6.
34 in courtyard

P6.
41 on street
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33 on plot

P9.
40 on street

P9.
36 in courtyard
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74 on street

P11.
40 in courtyard
P11.
50 podium

P14.
44 on street

P15.
55 on street

P14.
43 on plot
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70 podium
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18 in courtyard

P19.
13 in courtyard
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199 podium

P19.
0 on street
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37 in courtyard

P22.
18 podium
P22.
49 on street

P23.
53 in courtyard

P23.
91 on street
P23.
140 podium

N
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200m

Illustrative car parking provision plan
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9.2.7

CYCLE PARKING
Cycle parking is key to the delivery of the Sustainable
Transport Strategy, reducing levels of second car
ownership. Having space to securely and conveniently
store a bicycle is key to encouraging people to own and
use a bicycle.
Both visitor and resident cycle parking is catered for within the Little
Haldens neighbourhood. Short stay visitor cycle stands will be provided
in public, visible areas including residential streets, squares and key
locations such as Little Haldens Square.
Resident cycle parking will include shared on-street bike hangars which
enable up to 6 bikes to be stored securely.
Integrated on-plot cycle parking will also be provided in apartment buildings,
as a shared resource with access restrictions. Care will be taken to avoid the
need for steps to ensure good accessibility to these facilities. Cycle parking
will also be integrated within individual dwellings, or provided through onplot storage sheds to enable bicycles to be stored securely.

On street sheffield stands provide visitor cycle parking. These will be
concentrated in key visitor areas such as around Little Haldens Square,
as well as provided on residential streets to accommodate visitors to
dwellings.

Bike Hangars provide secure cycle parking for up to 6 bicycles. These will
be provided on-street and in parking courtyards. Residents share the use
of each bike hangar, which have a single lock.

Covered public cycle parking will be provided for use by both residents

Communal resident cycle parking will be provided on ground floors of

and visitors. This will be provided in key areas such as Little Haldens

apartment buildings. This will be secure parking via a door entry system,

Square.

for use by residents only. In areas of larger dwelling types (such as
houses) cycle parking provision will be integrated within buildings.
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P4.
39 on plot

P4.
36 in courtyard

P5.
0 on street
P5.
0 in courtyard

P4.
74 on street
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31 on plot
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52 in courtyard
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64 on street

P6.
36 on plot
P9.
42 on plot

P9.
30 on street
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36 in courtyard

P11.
44 on street
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142 on plot
P11.
24 in courtyard
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94 on street
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20 on street
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20 on plot
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68 in courtyard
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93 on plot
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12 in courtyard
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251 on plot
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14 on street
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100 on plot
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48 in courtyard
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6 on street

P23.
72 in courtyard
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72 on street
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226 on plot

N

0m

200m

Illustrative cycle parking provision plan

LITTLE HALDENS, GOMM VALLEY
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9.2.8

ACCESS BY LARGE VEHICLES
REFUSE AND DELIVERY VEHICLES
In-line with Manual for Streets, an optimum balance has been achieved
between accommodating the swept path of an appropriate large vehicle
and the desire to not allow the requirements of these vehicles to dominate
the development. More generally, the design also aims to actively
encourage appropriate driver behaviour.
The need for large vehicles to reverse has been kept to a practical
minimum, not only to facilitate safer vehicle movements, but also for other
reasons associated with good urban design. However, cul-de-sacs do exist
within the development, primarily as a result of the site’s topography, in
which case appropriate turning heads have been provided.
Both the buildings and the street layout within the development have been
designed to facilitate sustainable waste management, acknowledging
the likely need for various categories of recyclable waste to be collected.
Equally, the street layout has made all reasonable efforts to ensure
that waste management facilities are integrated into the development,
minimising their impact on the street scene. In this way, the operation
of refuse collection services has been considered as an integral part of
the street design to avoid compromising on the quality of place. Refuse
vehicles will be able to get to within 25m of a waste storage point, with the
gradient between the two not exceeding 1:12.

EMERGENCY VEHICLES
Emergency vehicle access will be enabled on all streets within the
development, and emergency vehicle access possible from all vehicle
access points.
Manual for Streets recommends a minimum carriagway width of 3.7m to
enable emergency services to operate at a scene. This standard has been
adhered to throughout the scheme. Additionally, widened areas within the
Neighbourhood Street and Community Street typologies provide additional
spaces for emergency service vehicles to manoeuvre and operate.
Unrestricted access points into the site ensure all built areas of the site can
be reached by the emergency services from various directions. All junctions
have been tested to ensure emergency vehicles can safely use them.
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